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Chechen police ’have rounded up more than
100 suspected gay men’
Tuesday 16 May 2017, by WALKER Shaun (Date first published: 2 May 2017).

Russian newspaper says it has evidence that at least three men have been killed in
‘prophylactic sweep’ in Chechnya.

Authorities in the Russian republic of Chechnya have launched an anti-gay campaign that has led to
authorities rounding up dozens of men suspected of being homosexual, according to the Russian
newspaper Novaya Gazeta and human rights activists.

The newspaper’s report, by an author regarded as a leading authority on Chechnya, claimed that
more than 100 people had been detained and three men killed in the roundup. It claimed that among
those detained were well-known local television personalities and religious figures.

Alvi Karimov, spokesperson for Chechnya’s leader, Ramzan Kadyrov, described the report as
“absolute lies and disinformation”, basing his denial on the claim that there were no gay people in
Chechnya. “You cannot detain and persecute people who simply do not exist in the republic,” he told
Interfax news agency.

“If there were such people in Chechnya, the law-enforcement organs wouldn’t need to have anything
to do with them because their relatives would send them somewhere from which there is no
returning.”

A spokesman for the region’s interior ministry told the Russian newspaper RBC that the report was
“an April fool’s joke”.

However, Ekaterina Sokirianskaia, Russia project director for the International Crisis Group, told the
Guardian she had been receiving worrying information about the issue from various sources over the
past 10 days. “I have heard about it happening in Grozny [the Chechen capital], outside Grozny, and
among people of very different ages and professions,” she said.

The extreme taboo nature of the subject meant that much of the information was arriving second or
third hand, and as yet there are no fully verifiable cases, she added. “It’s next to impossible to get
information from the victims or their families, but the number of signals I’m receiving from different
people makes it hard not to believe detentions and violence are indeed happening.”

Chechnya is formally part of Russia, but functions as a quasi-independent state [1] in which the word
of Kadyrov often seems to transcend Russian laws. He has overseen the rebuilding of the republic
with Moscow’s money, after two devastating wars. Kadyrov has at various times endorsed polygamy,
compulsory wearing of the hijab for women in public places, and collective punishment for the
relatives of those involved in the Islamist underground.

Chechen society is strictly conservative, meaning that unlike other cases where relatives or rights
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activists may put pressure on authorities when a homosexual relative disappears, those suspected
are likely to be disowned by their own families. Locals say that if a family was known to have a gay
member, other relatives would find it difficult to marry due to the “shame”.

Attitudes to LGBT rights are mixed in Russia, with an infamous law banning the “propaganda of
homosexuality among minors” on the books [2]. But Moscow and other big cities have a thriving gay
scene, even if much of it remains underground. In Chechnya and the other Muslim republics of the
North Caucasus, there is no discussion of the issue, and gay men do not even tell their closest
friends of their orientation.

The Novaya Gazeta article claimed that three people had been killed, and suggested others could
have been handed to their families with the expectation that the family would perform an honour
killing.

An LGBT rights organisation in St Petersburg has set up an anonymous hotline for gay people in
Chechnya to seek help with evacuation from the republic. After years of threats and repression,
almost no independent journalists or rights activists are able to work in the region, and those who do
work on human rights in the republic dismissed the newspaper report.

“I haven’t had a single request on this issue, but if I did, I wouldn’t even consider it,” Kheda
Saratova, a Chechen activist who is on Kadyrov’s human rights council, told a Russian radio station.
“In our Chechen society, any person who respects our traditions and culture will hunt down this kind
of person without any help from authorities, and do everything to make sure that this kind of person
does not exist in our society.”

Shaun Walker in Moscow
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Footnotes

[1] https://www.theguardian.com/world/2015/sep/23/putins-closest-ally-and-his-biggest-liability

[2] ESSF (article 41054), Russia passes law banning gay ’propaganda’.
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